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Morphological stabilization, destabilization, and open-end closure during carbon nanotube growth
mediated by surface diffusion
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~Received 26 April 2001; revised manuscript received 22 April 2002; published 18 July 2002!

In this paper, the growth stability of open-ended carbon nanotubes mediated by surface diffusion on the
lateral surface of the nanotube is considered in detail. Nanotube growth and destabilization is viewed as a
competition of two processes at the open growth edge:~i! hexagon formation sustaining the continuous growth
of the regular hexagonal network, and~ii ! thermally activated pentagon formation, which causes inward
bending of the nanotube wall resulting in end closure, i.e., growth termination. The edge of the open-ended
nanotube, if it is fed by a sufficiently large surface diffusion flux, may remain stable even without extrinsic
stabilizing effects. The closure of the open end of the growing nanotube is shown to happen whenever a change
in the growth conditions~temperature, carbon vapor pressure, or surface area from which the open end is fed!
decreases the surface diffusion flux, and the characteristic time for new atom arrival on the edge becomes
larger than the characteristic time for pentagon defect formation. These kinetic effects are also shown to define
the transition from single wall to multiwall nanotube growth. Additionally, the effect of surface diffusion
feeding nanotube growth from behind the growth interface is shown to stabilize open edge morphology,
effectively smoothing the growth perturbations which may be caused by diffusion-limited aggregation at the
edge.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.011601 PACS number~s!: 81.10.Aj, 81.07.De
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of nanotubes~NT! and first results on
their synthesis and structural characterization, the mec
nism of growth kinetics of these structures has remaine
the nexus of experimental and theoretical studies@1–50#.
The open-end growth model, founded on experimental
servations@2,5,6–8#, assumes that NTs grow by addition
atoms into the hexagonal network at the edges of the o
end and seems to be the most probable mechanism o
growth. A second model assumes that NT growth proce
via the addition of atoms into the closed cap followed
incorporation into the hexagonal network@9,10#. However,
this model appears implausible given a molecular dynam
study@11# which has shown that the impinging atoms do n
incorporate into the hexagonal network, instead forming
disordered structure at the tip. A subsequent model for c
lytically grown NTs @23# assumes that C atoms precipita
from a metal nanoparticle supersaturated with carbon, ev
ing into the formation of a hexagonal structure at the ro
This mechanism involves an additional growth limiting ste
diffusion of C through the metal particle, which, due to t
low diffusion coefficients in bulk matter should give signifi
cantly lower growth rates compared with the surface dif
sion growth model@18#, and, as our recent study@21# shows,
has a further restriction associated with the supersaturatio
the nanoparticle surface with C.

In the open-end growth model it was originally assum
that the atoms incoming from gas or plasma are capture
the edges by dangling covalent bonds@2#, thereby explaining
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the growth anisotropy of NTs. It has also been proposed
this anisotropy may be caused by differences in imping
fluxes in arc discharge synthesis@13#. In contrast, we believe
that NT growth is mediated by an additional process of s
face diffusion, which directs atoms that have adsorbed o
the NT surface and onto the underlying substrates at wh
the NT may be rooted@14–18,21# to the growth edge. Within
the surface diffusion model, growth anisotropy appears as
intrinsic effect of NT formation valid for all techniques@18#.
Consideration of NT growth within the continuum surfa
diffusion model@14# has also provided simple explanation
for various effects observed in NT studies@15–18,21#. For
instance, the effect of surface diffusion, directing to t
growth edges adatoms from large surface areas, expl
why NTs are not filled through the opening during grow
@14,18#. An estimate based upon a microenergetics study@19#
shows that for the case of C nanotubes the surface diffu
length may attain the scale of 1mm for experimental growth
temperatures. The surface diffusion model shows also
formation of enclosed shell structures called ‘‘bamboo str
tures’’ may be caused by inequality of surface diffusi
fluxes feeding the growth of different layers@15,17,18#. This
model provides an explanation for the formation of NT san
wich structures with separated C and BN phases@16#. This
model also provides insight into the formation of multiwa
nanotubes~MWNT! and transition to the surface amorphiz
tion mode@17#. It has also been suggested that surface
fusion is the mechanism which is responsible for NT grow
by the ball milling technique@20# and carbon nanotube fores
growth by chemical vapor deposition techniques@21#.

This paper addresses one of the most debated questio
NT growth kinetics–open-end stabilization/destabilizati
and closure. We refocus here on this issue by considering
growth of an open-ended NT within the framework of th
surface diffusion model. The paper is structured as follo
Section II is devoted to the general discussion of the c
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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tinuum surface diffusion approximation and its applicabil
to NT growth kinetics and the issue of open edge stabi
outlining major contradictions between different mode
Section III details a mechanism for kinetic competition b
tween pentagon and hexagon formation and various impl
tions of this mechanism for NT end closure, formation
enclosed MWNT shell structures, transition from single-w
nanotube~SWNT! to MWNT formation, and postnucleatio
edge stabilization. Section IV is devoted to the intrinsic s
bilization of the open edge provided by surface diffusi
against diffusion-limited aggregation. Section V summariz
the main conclusions of our study.

II. THE PROBLEM OF NANOTUBE GROWTH
AND OPEN-END STABILITY

A. The continuum surface diffusion model of nanotube growth

Prior to considering the problem of NT edge stability
us discuss in detail the continuum surface diffusion appro
mation used in the following analysis. First, let us note t
in contrast to the case of diffusion in gases, where rand
walk behavior and migration statistics are defined by
mean free path, in surface diffusion the random walk s
and migration statistics are defined by the separation
tween the adsorption sites~local surface energy wells! corre-
sponding to the interatomic distance on the underlying s
strate,a0>0.1 nm, and not by the adatom separation'1/An
~n is the surface concentration of adatoms!. Moreover, even
if the adatom is alone on the surface, its random walk
gration over distancel is defined by the characteristic diffu
sion time

tdif' l 2/Ds , ~1!

which depends on the surface diffusion coefficient, given

Ds>a0
2y exp~2dED /kBT!, ~2!

wherea0>0.14 nm is the interatomic distance,n'331013

Hz is the frequency of thermal vibrations, anddED'0.13 eV
@19# is the activation energy of surface diffusion for carb
on a NT surface.

For NT lengthsL@a0>0.14 nm, the estimation of th
surface diffusion flux to the growth edge and related grow
rate may be based on the continuum surface diffusion
proximation:

]n/]t5Ds¹
2n1Qc2n/ta , ~3!

whereQc is the impinging flux of C atoms onto the surfac
which depends on the particular NT growth conditions,ta
5n21 exp(Ea /kBT) is the adsorption time, andEa is the ad-
sorption energy.

This equation may be reduced to a quasi-steady-state
proximation,

Ds¹
2n1Qc2n/ta50 ~4!
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if the characteristic time of stabilization of the concentrati
field on the NT surface of lengthL, also defined by Eq.~1!,
is much lower than~i! the characteristic time of surface ge
ometry change,L@dL/dt#21 ~wheredL/dt is the NT growth
rate!, and ~ii ! the characteristic time of change of C flu
impinging onto the NT surface, defined asQc@dQc /dt#21.
That is, Eq.~4! is valid whenever the surface concentrati
field has enough time to adjust itself to the changing con
tions of the system.

The continuum surface diffusion model allows adequ
analysis of NT growth even for conditions for which th
model at first glance looks inappropriate. Let us conside
one-dimensional~1D! formulation of Eq.~4! for a SWNT
starting to grow from a NT nucleus@schematized in Fig.
1~a!–1~c!#. First, we consider the case~a! when the SWNT
grows open ended from a semifullerene nucleus. The cas
growth with a catalyst nanoparticle, shown in Fig. 1~b!, is
similar because the contribution of surface diffusion b
comes dominant~by comparison with the C flux impinging
onto the particle and diffusing through it! as soon as the NT

FIG. 1. Schematization of nanotube growth modes:~a! open-
ended growth,~b! with liquid catalyst nanoparticle attached at th
end whenRp

2/Db,1/(a0
2Qc), and~c! transition to MWNT forma-

tion for Rp
2/Db.1/(a0

2Qc).
1-2
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MORPHOLOGICAL STABILIZATION, . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011601 ~2002!
surface becomes much larger than the nanoparticle sur
i.e., when the NT length becomes much larger than the na
particle radius@18#. Moreover, there is an additional physic
restriction in feeding NT growth by bulk diffusion throug
the metal nanoparticle@21# worth briefly mentioning here
the characteristic diffusion time of C through the metal na
particle to the NT root given by'Rp

2/Db ~whereDb is the
diffusion coefficient through the particle! should be smaller
than the characteristic time of C impingement onto its s
face,'1/(a0

2Qc). Numerical estimates of these values, ta
ing into account the fact that melting temperature depend
the surface curvature@21#, suggest that the metal nanopa
ticle should remain in a liquid form during NT growth t
allow a fast sink of C atoms by bulk diffusion through th
nanoparticle to the NT edge in order to inhibit surface sup
saturation with C. This agrees well with the recent therm
analysis of catalyst nanoparticle temperature given by G
bunov et al. @22#. Otherwise, i.e., whenRp

2/Db.1/(a0
2Qc),

the C content on the nanoparticle surface increases, lea
to supersaturation and precipitation directly on the nanop
ticle. In this case, the metal nanoparticle serves as a tem
for the nucleation of a new layer propagating over the fi
one as schematically shown in Fig. 1~c!, leading eventually
to MWNT formation around the entrapped metal nanop
ticle.

By resolving the 1D surface diffusion problem wit
dn/dx50 at the NT origin (x50) and the boundary condi
tion at the growth edge,x5L,

2Dsdn/dx5kn, ~5!

where k5a0 /t inc is the kinetic constant of incorporatio
~with the characteristic timet inc corresponding to the slowes
kinetic step at the edge that the adatom overcomes in in
porating into the NT wall!, one obtains an ordinary differen
tial equation for NT length,

V5dL/dt52VDsdn/dx

5
VkQcta sinh~L/lD!

sinh~L/lD!1~klD /Ds!cosh~L/lD!
, ~6!

whereV is the area per one C atom in the NT wall, and

lD5~Dsta!1/25a0 exp@~Ea2dED!/2kBT# ~7!

is the surface diffusion length@which may also be defined a
lD52(Dsta)1/2#.

This equation shows that the continuum surface diffus
approximation works well even for small NT lengths wi
low surface concentration, reducing asymptotically to
ballistic mode, which is realized when the characteristic ti
of migration to the edge, Eq.~1!, is significantly smaller than
the characteristic time of C impingement onto the NT s
face, 1/(a0

2Qc). That is, expanding Eq.~6! into a Taylor se-
ries for L/lD!1, one finds that for the initial stage th
growth rate is proportional to NT length,
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dL/dt'VQcL, ~8!

and NT length increases exponentially~or parabolically!
with time:

L'L0 exp~VQct !'L0@11VQct10.5~VQct !
2#, ~9!

whereL0 is the initial NT nucleus length.
For the case when NT lengthL@lD the growth rate does

not depend onL and becomes constant:

V'
VkQcta

11klD /Ds
. ~10!

Equation~6! allows a simple solution giving an explicit re
lationship between NT length and growth time:

L~ t !1
klD

2

2Ds
ln

cosh@2L~ t !/lD#21

cosh@2L0 /lD#21
5L01VtakE

0

t

Qcdt,

~11!

which may be simplified using*0
t Qcdt5Qct wheneverQc

may be assumed constant over time.
It should be noted here that the solutions provided by

~11! correspond well with the variety of possible experime
tal growth modes described in a review paper on growth
hollow graphitic fibers by thermal decomposition of a g
precursor on metal catalyst particles@23# @in treating the
growth of a multilayer wall, Eq.~11! should take into ac-
count the number of layers in the wall#. In this case a specific
dependence of the incorporation constantk5a0 /t inc on the
catalyst material should be taken into account. That is,
multiwalled hollow fibers the slowest kinetics step~deter-
mining the incorporation rate! most probably corresponds t
the transport of C from the edge of the external layer
which the surface diffusion of C species takes place to
core layers through the bulk of the metal particle, givi
t inc'd2/Db , whered is the filament wall thickness andDb
is the diffusion coefficient through the particle, which d
pends on the specific activation energy of the catalyst me

This analysis shows that surface diffusion plays a v
significant role in feeding NT growth immediately afte
nucleation, since the flux colliding into the edge is prop
tional to the edge thickness, whereas surface diffusion flu
proportional to NT length. Even for the cases of kinetica
controlled growthklD /Ds!1, when the growth rate,V
'VkQcta , does not formally depend on the surface diff
sion coefficient, it is the surface diffusion which provides
sufficiently large flux of C atoms to the growth edge a
therefore does not limit the growth rate. The expansion
Eq. ~6! into a Taylor series shows that even under kinet
control, klD /Ds!1, the initial stage of growth, i.e., whe
L/lD!1, is described by Eqs.~8! and ~9! as long asL/lD
!klD /Ds , and converges toV'VkQcta only when the NT
length L and related surface diffusion flux,}QcL, become
sufficiently large.

The above analysis shows that the continuum surface
fusion model is an effective tool for providing adequate e
1-3
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LOUCHEV, SATO, AND KANDA PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011601 ~2002!
timates of C fluxes to the growth edges even for small
lengths. This model has the additional advantage of be
computationally simple and efficient for low temperatur
and for large time ranges, for which molecular dynam
approaches, based even on analytical forms of interato
potentials, remain so far impractical. This model is pote
tially able to include and resolve many additional effec
That is, in estimating the impinging C flux we have be
using a simplified molecular-kinetics approximation,Qc
5P/(2pmkBT)1/2, not specifying whether C atoms or ion
are involved, and assuming the flux to be constant during
growth @15,17#. Analysis of relevant publications related
plasma analysis in arc discharge and laser ablation plu
show that, in reality, the situation is more complicated a
several additional effects@13,25–27# may interfere. For in-
stance, in analyzing transport phenomena in arc-disch
synthesis of NTs, Gamally and Ebbesen@13# concluded that
there was a non-Maxwellian velocity distribution of C atom
and anisotropy of the related fluxes caused by the presen
the electric field. Thus, by taking into account the surfa
diffusion influence on NT growth, one may conclude that t
E field in the arc-discharge technique is able to accelerate
growth of NTs held perpendicular to it, and also to enhan
the nucleation of subsequent layers. TheE field may also
influence C adatoms surface diffusion transport along
NT, enhancing or inhibiting the growth rate and nucleation
a new layer, depending on the mutual orientation of theE
field and the NT. This effect, well known in silicon step-flo
growth by molecular beam epitaxy@28#, is caused by an
effective electric charge of silicon adatoms, and may also
relevant to the case of NT growth. The gas phase transpo
NTs during laser ablation synthesis may also influence
process by changingQc and also the growth temperatur
Moreover, C condensation into NT and other nanostructu
will lead to its depletion in the vapor, changing the C flu
with time. It is also obvious that the involvement of th
electric charge effects of carbon ions and free electron
well as that of the electric field in the surrounding plasm
and on the NT surface may also change the C flux.

The present paper does not address these question
stricting itself to the stability of open-ended carbon N
growth fed by surface diffusion in terms of surface kinet
of defect formation. To define more clearly the problem th
we are going to face here we give in Fig. 2 the solution
Eq. ~6! using the simplified molecular-kinetics approxim
tion, Qc5Pc /(2pmkBT)1/2, which is assumed constant du
ing SWNT growth underT51500 K andPc5102 Pa for the
energetics data from Ref.@19#: Ea'1.8 eV and dED
'0.13 eV. This study does not show that any particular
netic barrier exists in the transition from the lateral wall on
the edge except that due to surface diffusion, that is,

t inc'n21 exp~dEinc /kBT!, ~12!

wheredEinc'dED'0.13 eV. The related parameters of su
face diffusion areDs'2.231027 m2/s and lD'0.08mm
and klD /Ds'63102@1, corresponding to a diffusion
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limited growth mode. Figure 2 shows~a! NT length L, ~b!
NT growth ratedL/dt, ~c! maximal surface concentration o
C given by

nmax5n~0!5Qcta

3F12
~klD /Ds!

sinh~L/lD!1~klD /Ds!cosh~L/lD!G ,
~13!

and~d! the ratio ofL2/Ds to L/V, showing the validity of the
steady-state approximation.

This solution shows thatdL/dt @Fig. 2~b!# andnmax @Fig.
2~c!# are stabilized after the NT length becomes larger th
the surface diffusion lengthlD'0.08mm. With time the
growth rate becomes constantV'V QclD and, in principle,

FIG. 2. Analytical solution of SWNT growth parameters as
function of time: ~a! SWNT length,~b! growth rate,~c! maximal
surface concentration, and~d! criterion of validity of steady-state
approximation.
1-4
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the SWNT may continue to grow. However, for this partic
lar case the final separation between the adatoms'1/Anmax
'3 nm!lD meaning that adatoms are able to meet e
other prior to desorption and to aggregate, thereby leadin
the nucleation of the next layer and to transition to the st
flow growth of MWNTs@17#. However, under lower C vapo
pressures the concentration becomes low and the SWNT
face is not prone to secondary nucleation. Thus, from
point of view surface diffusion allows SWNT to grow to
length considerably greater thanlD . However, this seems to
contradict to the experimental data, which indicates that
formation of long SWNTs is feasible only in the presence
metal nanoparticles. This contradiction, combined with
issue of open edge stability/instability with respect to def
formation, causing SWNT closure, is the main focus of o
study.

B. The issue of open edge stability

The issue of open-end stability has remained one of
most challenging questions related to the open-ended
growth, because the open edge appears to be prone t
formation of different types of defects, which alter N
growth. In fact, the conclusion about open-ended NT grow
@2# has immediately posed a natural question: how the op
end can remain stable given the dangling covalent bo
present on the growth edges, which should form pentag
and thereby close the end. It was proposed that this stab
may be due to a high electric field concentrated at the NT
which stabilizes the edge or increases the barrier to its
sure@29#. However, it was found that this mechanism wou
be unable to stabilize an open end at the realistic fi
strengths@13,30#. Other extrinsic factors, such as growth b
low the annealing temperature@31#, adsorbed hydrogen at
oms @32#, or catalytic particles@6,33# were proposed to ex
plain this effect. It was suggested that a stabilizing effect
the growth edge can also be caused by the action of cat
atoms adsorbed on the growth edge providing annealin
pentagon defects@19,34#. Without this annealing the growth
of small radius SWNTs of carbon would not be possib
because of pentagon formation on the growth edge leadin
the tip closure, found both for zigzag and the armchair o
entation@35#. It has also been shown that a stabilizing effe
which allows the growth of carbon SWNTs~but only with
zigzag orientation!, may also be produced by atoms of
@36#. In contrast, the open edge of a carbon SWNT w
found by a molecular dynamics study to be quite stable d
ing growth if its diameter exceeds a value of 3 nm ev
without the action of catalysts@37# ~allowing one to under-
stand the lack of narrow SWNTs in noncatalytic growth!.
However, narrow SWNTs were found to form pentagon
rings on the open edge, closing subsequently in a disord
cap structure@37#. Reference@38# also suggested that a st
bilizing effect may also be provided by a repulsive poten
of a particle present at the NT end. The stabilization of
NT growth edge has also been suggested to be due to
so-called lip-lip interaction: the presence of carbon ato
bridging the edges of adjacent layers@39#. This effect, pro-
viding a significant gain in the surface energy on the grow
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edge, is suggested to allow a double-walled or multiwal
NT to grow without end closure, whereas SWNTs tend
close up@40,41#. However, in contrast to this, a molecula
dynamics study shows that for the case of narrow NTs
lip-lip interaction by itself cannot maintain stability of th
open end, which also has a tendency to close up@42#. It
should also be noted that in addition to Ref.@37# the possi-
bility of SWNT formation without any metal catalyst is als
supported by an experimental observation@43#.

Paper @39# suggests that a NT growing from a sem
fullerene nucleus may evolve into an open-ended SWNT
der the action of a catalyst at the edge, or evolve into
open-ended MWNT if in a highly supersaturated C vapor,
new layers form on top of the first layer, and the lip-l
interlayer interaction stabilizing the edge is formed. Ho
ever, while analyzing the formation of double-walled sem
fullerene NTs suggested in Ref.@39# we find that the open
edge of the first semifullerene layer represents an effec
sink for C atoms and dimers impinging into its surface, a
due to the surface diffusion of these atoms to the edge
lowed by their incorporation, the surface concentration is
low to enable the nucleation of the second layer. In effe
the characteristic repetition time at which the C atoms i
pinge into the surface of a semifullerene NT nucleus,t imp ,
depends on the carbon fluxQc as

t imp'1/SQc , ~14!

where S'2pR2 is the external semifullerene nucleus ar
subject to the impinging flux of carbon.

Let us compare the above value with the characteri
diffusion time, Eq. ~1!, using the characteristic lengthL
'pR/2 the adatom has to overcome in reaching the gro
edge. That is, for a semifullerenelike NT nucleus with rad
R'0.5 nm, the characteristic impingement time ist imp
'431028 s atT51000 K forPc5100 Pa~corresponding to
graphite source evaporation atTev53400 K!. In contrast, the
typical diffusion time along the path to the edgeL'pR/2
gives a valuetdif'4310212 s for Ds'1.431027 m2/s.
Comparing these values one finds that under specified
ditions the nucleation of the second layer on the surface
NT nucleus is quite unlikely because an adatom esca
from the surface to the edge about four orders of magnit
faster than the time taken by the next one to arrive. Even
Pc'4000 Pa (Tev'4000 K), t imp'1029 s is still more than
two orders of magnitude higher than the diffusion timetdif
'4310212 s. However, with increase in length a SWN
may evolve into a MWNT. If a single layer semifullerenelik
nucleus ofR50.5 nm grows open ended forming a NT o
length L550 nm, its surface becomesS'2pRL, and the
characteristic impingement time becomest imp'4310210 s
~for Pc5100 Pa!, whereas the diffusion time for overcomin
the distanceL550 nm becomestdi f '231028 s, i.e.,
larger by more than an order of magnitude. In this case
nucleation of the second layer becomes feasible and suc
sive layer-by-layer nucleation and growth may take pla
But even in this case the NT initially grows as a SWNT.

One may argue that in effect the second layer may a
nucleate by deposition of large C fragments~present in su-
1-5
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LOUCHEV, SATO, AND KANDA PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011601 ~2002!
persaturated vapor! which may serve as surface nuclei. Th
possibility of such an event is undeniable, especially tak
into account a recent study, which shows that in a
nanosheet interaction with nanotemplates, a folded confi
ration around the template surface should be energetic
more favorable due to long-range interactions@44#. However,
it is obvious that if this happens under all conditions
every NT nucleus, leading to the formation of a new layer
top of the first one, the growth of SWNTs would never
possible. Thus, once again the same question about the o
ended growth model arises: what is the mechanism~a! en-
abling a SWNT to grow with a stable open edge, at le
until the moment when the nucleated second layer catche
with the first one and forms a lip-lip interaction or a cataly
atom/particle adsorbs onto the edge and~b! causing an open
ended nanotube to eventually close up?

III. PENTAGON ÕHEXAGON COMPETITION
AND NANOTUBE FORMATION

A. Kinetic competition between pentagon
and hexagon formation

The answer to the problem of open edge stability in N
growth and related issues of end closure, suggested in
paper, follows from a consideration of two basic proces
and related characteristic times defined below.

First, NT closure is known to be initiated by the formatio
of pentagons on the edge@2,5,11,37,38#. The process of pen
tagon formation, associated with atom reconstruction
change in interatom separations at the edge~Fig. 3! should
occur via an activation energy barrierdEp implying a corre-
sponding time of pentagon formation,tp , which depends on
growth temperature as

tp'n21 exp~dEp /kBT!. ~15!

Every possible path of atom reconstruction on the e
leading to pentagon formation would obviously require a d
ferent activation energydEp . Let us consider data availabl
for the particular case of armchair NT orientation: Ref.@19#
gives the energy levels on the edge corresponding to th

FIG. 3. Schematization of kinetic competition between penta
and hexagon formation on the open growth edge.
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atom position in the hexagon~27.3 eV! and in the pentagon
~26.3 eV! with the energy barrier from hexagon to pentag
at the level of24.9 eV. Thus, for the particular case consi
ered in Ref.@19#, the activation energy of pentagon form
tion should have the value ofdEp'7.3– 4.9'2.4 eV.

Second, the process of pentagon formation on the e
competes with the process of addition to edge sites of ne
atoms continuing the formation of a defectless hexagon
work. The related time depends on the characteristic inte
at which new C atoms are repeatedly fed to the edge s
The growth of a NT is mainly fed by surface diffusion
which directs to the growth edge atoms impinging into t
lateral surface of the NT. Therefore, the time of hexag
formation, depends on the surface diffusion flux,Js
52Ds gradn, per one edge site,

th'
1

)a0Js

, ~16!

which assumes that hexagon formation is limited by the ti
of a new atom arrival and that the incorporation kinetic tim
is negligibly small~Ref. @19# shows that the atom approach
ing the edge does not have any specific activation ene
barrier prior to the transition onto the edge!.

Thus, if tp@th the formation of the pentagon defects
inhibited by faster hexagon formation, or at least their nu
ber is not detrimental to NT formation. In this case the ed
stability against pentagon formation may be intrinsica
maintained during NT growth without any other extrins
effect. Otherwise, the NT edge appears to be prone to de
bilization by pentagon formation, which initiates end closu

Let us compare these two times for a semifullere
nucleus withR50.5 nm. In this case the surface diffusio
flux is minimal. For NTs smaller than the surface diffusio
length the desorption is negligibly small and the diffusi
flux is equal to the ballistic flux into the surface,

Js'
SQc

2pR
, ~17!

whereS is the NT surface subject to C flux from vapor. Afte
the nucleation of a semifullerene nucleus, the effective a
in which C atoms impinge isS'3pR2, and with an increase
in the NT lengthL it becomesS'2pRL tending finally to
the upper possible limitS'2pRlD , wherelD is the surface
diffusion length.

In Fig. 4 these characteristic times are plotted versus
temperature for different values of activation energy of pe
tagon formation within the rangedEp52 – 2.5 eV and for
Pc'4000 Pa (Tev54000 K). For lowT, th!tp and penta-
gon formation is inhibited by new C atoms diffusing to th
edge and forming a regular hexagonal network. In contr
for higher T, th@tp , implying that pentagon defects ar
formed much faster than hexagons. It is necessary to ou
the importance of carbon vapor pressure in maintaining
edge stability. For instance, forPc54000 Pa the hexagon
formation time isth'531028 s at T51500 K, which is
considerably smaller than the time of pentagon formati

n
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tp'231027 s (dEp52.0 eV) and tp'231025 s (dEp
52.5 eV), and edge stability may be maintained. Howev
for Pc'4 Pa (Tev'3000 K)th'531025 s.tp and the
edge appears to be prone to pentagon defect formation.

The increase in the NT length and in the lateral surfa
areaS increases the surface diffusion flux to the growth ed
decreasing even further the value ofth , and enhancing
thereby the stability of the edge against pentagon format
It is important to emphasize here the significance of surf
diffusion, which directs to the growth edge a sufficien
large amount of C atoms even immediately after the nu
ation stage. If only the contribution of direct collisions in
the edge site from the vapor is taken into account, one fi
that the corresponding timeth'1/a0

2Qc is about six times
larger than the time corresponding to Eq.~16! for a semi-
fullerene NT nucleus withR50.5 nm.

One may argue here that pentagon defects may be
nealed into regular hexagons; for armchair orientation
corresponding activation energy barrier is shown to
DEan'6.3– 4.951.4 eV @19#. The dependence of the corre
sponding time

tan'n21 exp~DEan/kBT!, ~18!

given also in Fig. 4, shows that it is significantly smaller th
th for high temperatures and has the same order of ma
tude near 1200 K. However, regardless oftan, the annealing
of the pentagon also requires the presence of an additi
sixth C atom near this defect and, therefore in reality it
also controlled by the rate at which C atoms are fed to
edge by surface diffusion. That is, the real time for t
pentagon-hexagon transition,tp→h'th1ta , is determined
by the highest value, i.e., by Eq.~16! or ~18!.

This analysis shows that by virtue of the surface diffusio
the edge of the open-ended NT, if it is fed by a sufficien
large surface diffusion flux, may remain stable even with
other edge stabilizing effects such as metal catalysts, hy
gen atoms, or lip-lip interaction. Moreover, the depende
of the edge stability on the surface diffusion flux resolves
apparent contradiction between different studies, which sh
on the one hand that for stabilization of the open end

FIG. 4. Dependence of characteristic time of pentagon form
tion and hexagon formation, which shows that forPc'4000 Pa
(Tev'4000 K) pentagon formation prevails at high temperatur
whereas hexagon formation prevails at low temperatures.
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catalyst is required for SWNTs@19,39# or lip-lip interaction
for MWNTs @40,41#, and on the other hand that large diam
eter SWNT may grow with a stable open end without a ca
lyst @37#, whereas narrow two-layer NTs even with lip-li
interaction close up@42#. Our analysis suggests that the m
lecular dynamics study@42# of NT growth by direct impinge-
ment into the edge performed at 3000 K neglects the ef
of surface diffusion whereas suggestions based on micro
ergetics data@19,39,40# do not take into account the kineti
aspects of the problem. The analysis of typical times
volved in the processes of pentagon-hexagon formation
lows us to conclude that a NT may grow with open e
without other stabilizing effects on the edge whenever it
fed by a sufficiently large surface diffusion flux (th!tp),
whereas even with the stabilizing effect of lip-lip interactio
a double-wall NT should close up when the surface diffus
flux becomes too small.

B. Nanotube end closure

In general, the closure of a growing open-ended NT m
happen whenever the change in the growth conditions~tem-
perature, carbon vapor pressure, and surface area from w
the open end is fed! decreases the surface diffusion flux, a
the characteristic time of new atom arrival on the edge
comes larger than the characteristic time of pentagon de
formation.

In particular, open-end closure may occur due to a dep
tion in Pc around the growing NT. Let us assume that at t
beginning of growthPC'4000 Pa (Tev'4000 K), corre-
sponding to the bulk concentrationnc5Pc /kBT'1023 m23

~at T51500– 3000 K!. A SWNT of carbon ofR50.5 nm and
L51 mm contains Nc'1015 atoms. This means that th
growth of one 1-mm-length NT is able to exhaust the carbo
vapor fromNc /nc'10 mm3 of the surrounding gas volume
The fall in Pc causes a linear decrease inJs52Ds grad
n}Pc , which feeds the growth and, as a consequence
th}Pc

21.
Next, we should indicate another possible route of N

closure. Arc discharge, laser heating, and other technique
NT synthesis are characterized by high nonuniformity in
concentration and temperature fields in the active synth
zone, often accompanied by strong convective flows.
instance, during arc-discharge synthesis the temperature
uniformity may cause natural convection loops, which p
vide transport of growing NTs through regions with high
and lower temperature and carbon vapor pressure.
changes and oscillations in the temperature and imping
carbon flux may both destabilize open end and initiate
closure. Even the transport of a NT outside the synthe
zone may destabilize the end and close it up. The same
guments allow one to understand why the termination of
synthesis leads to end closure during the final stage of
process. In effect, after the termination of evaporation by
discharge or laser heating, the thermal energy of the gas
the carbon vapor dissipate. In gases, the dissipation of t
mal energy and concentration occurs at the same rate
cause the thermal diffusivity and the concentration diffus
ity have the same order of magnitude. However, in the c

-

,
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LOUCHEV, SATO, AND KANDA PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011601 ~2002!
considered the dissipation of carbon vapor takes place sim
taneously with vapor condensation into the NTs and ot
solid structures. Therefore, the carbon vapor concentratio
the gas dissipates more rapidly than the thermal energy.
ditionally, the released heat of condensation and solid
ticles having high thermal inertia both decelerate tempera
fall. Hence, the rapid fall inPc will induce a rapid increase in
the characteristic time of the hexagon formation compa
with that of pentagon formation. This will lead to the situ
tion when at the final stage of the process, pentagon for
tion will dominate over the formation of new hexagons at t
open ends of NTs, causing their closure.

Thus, the formation of long NTs requires continuo
evaporation of graphite and effective transfer of carbon
por into the zone of synthesis, which should be maintain
under a considerably lower temperature to inhibit penta
formation at the edge. This consideration suggests that o
ended NTs tend to close up during the process and espec
at the final stage, explaining why, in accordance with
postprocess high-resolution microscopic observations,
with closed ends prevail in deposits.

C. Formation of enclosed MWNT shell structures

The destabilization of the growth edge due to decreas
surface diffusion flux also suggests a particular mechan
of MWNT growth into enclosed shells. In the previous pu
lications @15,17# it has been shown that MWNT structure
with enclosed shells, frequently observed in NT synthe
are formed because during layer-by-layer nucleation
growth, every subsequent layer grows faster than the un
lying layer and finally catches up with it and, thereby, sto
completely the growth of the underlying layer. Based on
estimates made in Sec. II B one finds that the second la
may nucleate whent imp!tdif . Comparingtdif , Eq. ~1!, with
t imp , Eq. ~14!, one finds that nucleation of the next lay
becomes feasible when the length of the first layerL
@(Ds/2pRQc)

1/2. After nucleation the second layer grow
initially with about the same rate as the first one@15,17#.
However, with increase inL the second layer starts to gro
faster, because it is fed, in addition, by surface diffusion fr
its own surface. Finally, the growth edge of the second la
catches up with the edge of the first layer, leading to
increase inth for the first layer as schematized in Fig. 5~a!–
5~d!. In effect, before the nucleation of the second layer@Fig.
5~a!# the area feeding the growth by surface diffusion isS
'2pRL1 . The effective area from which the first layer
fed after the nucleation of the first layer isS52pRdL,
wheredL'(L12L2)/2 is the distance between the first a
the second layer@Fig. 5~b!#. When the edge of the secon
layer gets closer to that of the first one@Fig. 5~c!# the de-
crease inS5pR(L12L2) results in an increase inth .
Hence, the growth of the second layer leads not only to sl
ing down and complete inhibition of the growth of the u
derlying layer, it also induces the formation of pentagon
fects at the edge of the first layer causing closure@Fig. 5~d!#.

In fact, the moment the second layer catches up with
first one, their edges may also undergo lip-lip interacti
and subsequently propagate together@Fig. 5~e!#. The kinetic
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selection between~i! the closure of the first layer or~ii ! in-
teredge lip-lip formation looks to be the result of the comp
tition between two effects. That is, if the edge of the fi
layer has closed at the moment the second layer fin
catches up, the lip-lip formation appears impossible and
second layer propagates, leaving the first one behind. S
ing experimental evidence for such behavior is given in R
@45#. If the second layer propagates rapidly enough co
pared with the rate of end closure by pentagon formati
then both layers may form lip-lip bridging and propaga
later on simultaneously, under the additional condition t
the bridges between the layers provide an effective redis
bution of the adatoms coming by surface diffusion to t
edge of the external layer onto the edge of the internal la
@17#.

In contrast to the above kinetics mode, another scenari
enclosed shell formation, when layer closure initiates nuc
ation and propagation of the next layer, is also possible. T
is, if the growth of the first layer has exhausted the loca
vapor, the NT end closes up because of the increase inth .
The layer closure cuts off the consumption of carbon on
surface and also in the gas. Thus, after this closure an
crease in the carbon vapor concentration should follow, a
as a consequence, the surface concentrationn on the lateral
surface increases to the level which triggers the nucleatio
a new layer, which grows along the surface of the underly
layer until its own closure—which in its turn causes an
crease in carbon concentration in vapor, in surface conc

FIG. 5. Schematization of enclosed shell structure formation
MWNT growth: ~a! increase in SWNT length;~b! provokes nucle-
ation of the next layer~c!, which with time gets closer to the en
leading~d! to end closure or~e! to the formation of lip-lip interac-
tion and simultaneous propagation of a two-layer wall.
1-8
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tration n, nucleation, propagation, and closure of the n
layer.

D. Transition from SWNT to MWNT formation

Let us now approach the problem of SWNT formati
and the transition to the formation of MWNT. Let us spec
the conditions allowing a SWNT to form. Returning to th
competition of hexagon and pentagon formation on the ed
the ratio of the characteristic timestp /th ,

tp /th5)a0Jsn
21 exp~dEp /kBT!.10, ~19!

represents a reasonable level at which pentagons forme
the edge may not result in NT closure. Hence this condit
may be used as a criterion of edge stability against the
sure by pentagon formation.

This criterion requires that higher carbon vapor press
Pc and lower growth temperaturesT are necessary to main
tain open-end stability. However, this criterion and impli
requirements contradict the condition of SWNT formatio
which requires~i! lowering Pc and~ii ! increasingT in order
to maintain low surface concentration on the NT surface
to inhibit surface nucleation of the next layers@17#. Surface
nucleation of the second layer may happen if the adatoms
able to overcome the separation distance, which depend
the maximal surface concentrationls51/nmax

1/2 . In order to
overcome this distance by surface diffusion and to form
nucleus, the adatoms require a time of order of magnitud

tnuc'
Nls

2

4Ds
5

N

4Dsnmax
, ~20!

where the factorN'exp(dEnuc/kBT) represents the numbe
of surface collisions necessary for adatoms to make
nucleus, overcoming some activation energy barrierdEnuc.
If this time is larger than the time of adsorption,ta
'n21 exp(Ea /kBT), the nucleation of the next layer is impo
sible. Hence, the criterion of the inhibition of seconda
nucleation may be formalized as

ta /tnuc54Dsnmaxta /N,1. ~21!

During NT growth the values of surface diffusion flux an
of the maximal concentration increase. Resolving the c
tinuous quasi-steady-state approximation for growth m
limited by diffusion,klD /Ds@1, with dn/dx50 at the NT
origin (x50) andn50 at the edge (x5L), one obtains

nmax5n~0!5QCta@121/cosh~L/lD!# ~22!

and

JS52DSdn/dxux5L5QClD tanh~L/lD!. ~23!
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For later discussion let us note that forL@lD one has
Js'QclD and nmax'Qcta , whereas forL!lD one hasJs
'QcL andnmax'0.5Qcta(L/lD)2.

In Figs. 6~a!–6~c! we show isolinestp /th510 and
ta /tnuc51 in coordinates ofPc andT. These isolines define
areas of open-end stability against pentagon forma
~above the broken lines! and the areas of stability of a SWN
surface against the nucleation of the next layer~below the
solid lines!. Both criteria depend on the NT length and a
given for ~a! L50.01lD , ~b! L50.1lD , and ~c! L@lD .
This figure shows that the smaller the length, the larger
Pc-T area in which the NT may grow with a stable open e
and without secondary nucleation~see the cases ofL
50.01lD and L50.1lD!. This is due to the fact that forL
!lD the values oftp /th are proportional toL and the lim-
iting pressure, corresponding totp /th510, is Pc}1/L
~shown by the broken line!. In contrast, forL!lD the value

FIG. 6. Pc-T areas corresponding to~i! open-end stability
against pentagon defect formation~above broken line! and ~ii ! the
inhibition of secondary nucleation on the surface~below solid line!
for different SWNT lengths.
1-9
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LOUCHEV, SATO, AND KANDA PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011601 ~2002!
of ta /tnuc}L2 and the limiting pressure, corresponding
ta /tnuc51 is Pc}1/L2 ~shown by solid line!. Therefore,
with the increase in SWNT length thePc-T area correspond
ing to open-end stability against pentagon formation expa
less rapidly compared with the decrease in thePc-T area
corresponding to the stability against secondary nucleat
As a result, as long as SWNTs remain shortL!lD , there are
Pc-T areas in which they can remain stable@pointsB in Figs.
6~a! and 6~b!# against pentagon formation and second
nucleation. In contrast, forL@lD @Fig. 6~c!# SWNTs be-
come unstable against secondary nucleation~point A!, pen-
tagon formation on the growth edge~point C!, or against
both of them~point B!.

Our analysis does not take into account the possible a
tional effects which may prevent pentagon formation and
closure. For instance, in the presence of catalyst the e
@19# may maintain stability against pentagon formation ev
in Pc-T areas below the broken line, enabling SWNT
growth to lengths considerably larger than that oflD . Nev-
ertheless, in the absence of a catalyst or hydrogen atom
the Pc-T areas below the broken lines, the open end is pr
to pentagon formation and should close. After this clos
happens the NT may be covered by subsequent layers
ing to the formation of MWNTs.

It is important to note here that with increase in SWN
length, thePc-T area corresponding to stability against pe
tagon formation and secondary nucleation@shown by pointB
in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!# shifts to lower C vapor pressures. Th
corresponds to the general tendency in SWNT synthesis
laser ablation where SWNTs nucleate at high C vapor p
sure, but with time they are transported by gas flow to ar
of lower C pressure out away from the graphite source.
finally, these NTs are transported into thePc-T area corre-
sponding to point C in Fig. 6~c! they may grow into a long
SWNT under the action of a metal particle on the edge
else close themselves up into a shorter NT shell if they g
without a catalyst.

E. Influence of a metal catalyst nanoparticle

This study also provides an explanation as to why
involvement of a metal catalyst nanoparticle would incre
the output of NTs and particularly of SWNTs. The presen
of metal catalyst atoms or particles at the NT growth ed
inhibits the formation of pentagons under pressu
temperature conditions at which, without the catalyst, the
open edge would be prone to destabilization. The influe
of individual metal atoms~Ni! on edge stability has bee
considered in Ref.@19# based on quantum mechanics calc
lations. The stabilizing effect of a metal nanoparticle
tached to a nanotube end@schematized in Fig. 1~b!# appears
to be a simpler explanation. That is, to allow the formation
hexagonal-phase nanotubes, the metal particle should b
persaturated with carbon relative to the hexagonal phase.
equilibrium concentration of any substance in a solven
Ceq}exp(2DH/kBT), whereDH5Eb2Es is the dissolution
heat corresponding to the difference between atom energ
the solid phase,Eb , and that in the solvent,Es . The value of
Eb is larger for regular hexagons as compared with pen
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gons, whereasEs for C atoms in solution is the same. That i
the equilibrium concentration in a solvent corresponding
dissolution of pentagonal defects should be significan
higher than that corresponding to nanotube hexagons.
instance, the binding energyEb per one atom in nanotubes
well known to be larger by'0.4 eV compared to fullerene
molecules consisting of pentagons and hexagons. Even
ing this average difference, one finds that forT
51000– 1500 K the equilibrium solute concentration cor
sponding to pentagonal defects is about 20–100 tim
greater than that of NT hexagons. This means that a m
nanoparticle supersaturated with C relative to hexagon
mation is undersaturated relative to pentagonal defects
therefore, should effectively dissolve them if they form o
the growth edge.

The involvement of metal nanoparticles provides two a
ditional effects. First, the presence of the metal nanopart
provides an additional sink for the solidification heat r
leased at the growth edge, which tends to increase NT t
perature@46#. This effect inhibits the temperature increa
and, hence, the formation of pentagons at the NT gro
edge. Second, metal nanoparticles enhance NT nucleatio
carbon vapor leading to more intensive carbon condensa
Therefore, together with increasing the edge stability aga
pentagon formation, the involvement of catalyst nanop
ticles as NT nucleation centers additionally provides a f
decrease in C content in the gas phase, causing a decrea
the concentration of C on the SWNT surface, and, there
inhibiting next layer nucleation@17#.

F. Postnucleation edge stabilization

Let us note that the process of NT growth is closely
lated to the nucleation stage. The initial NT ring nucleus h
been suggested to form from polyyne rings@8#, from two
parallel carbon sheets evolving into a tube by thermal a
vation @48#, from a semifullerene nucleus@39#, from a cata-
lyst nanoparticle@33#, by a carbon nanosheet folding into
NT ring nucleus via thermal vibrations@24# or via long-range
interaction with a nanoparticle@44#. Whatever the nucleation
mechanism, NT growth in the postnucleation stage appe
to be due to surface diffusion and the initial ring nucleus m
evolve into a continuously growing NT if immediately afte
the nucleation the open edge is stabilized against penta
formation. To define thePc-T area of postnucleation stabili
zation of the growth edge of the ring nucleus, we show
Fig. 7 the isolinetp /th510 calculated for a NT ring nucleu
with lengthL51 nm. ThePc-T area above this isoline cor
responds to the nucleus edge stabilization enabling
growth, whereas below this line the nucleus edge should
prone to pentagon formation immediately after nucleati
causing termination of NT growth. This figure shows that t
growth edge may not be stabilized and the ring nucleus m
not evolve into NT growth forT.1800 K even for very high
carbon vapor pressures~of the order of 104 Pa!. This tem-
perature limit is in good agreement with a similar conclusi
relevant to the growth of MWNTs based upon other arg
ments@49#.

In addition, the results of a molecular dynamics stu
show that for a specific temperature and carbon flux onto
growth edge, pentagon formation provoking SWNT closu
prevails for small diameters, whereas for large SWNT dia
1-10
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MORPHOLOGICAL STABILIZATION, . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011601 ~2002!
eters~larger than 3 nm! the edges are not prone to end cl
sure by pentagon formation@37#. This suggests that the act
vation energy of pentagon defect formation,dEp , depends
also on the radius: the smaller the radius, the smaller
value ofdEp . Hence, the smaller the radius the smaller
characteristic time of pentagon defect formation,tp , and
consequently smaller would be the hexagon formation t
required to inhibit pentagon formation and open-end closu
This explains why the small radii SWNTs do not form wit
out the additional stabilizing effect of metal nanoparticles
hydrogen atoms, which when adsorbed on the edge ma
stable with respect to pentagon formation.

It should be also noted here that the possible increas
dEp with increase in NT radius permits also a simple exp
nation of experimental observations, showing a shift of na
tube diameter distribution to larger values, taking place w
the increase in growth environment temperature@50#. That is,
narrow NTs with smaller values ofdEp should be more
prone to edge destabilization by pentagon formation and
sure with increase inT compared with NTs with larger diam
eters and larger values ofdEp . Hence, the tendency of na
row diameter NTs to help edge destabilization and clos
should obviously decrease their fraction in the final NT o
put shifting the whole distribution to larger diameters w
increase inT.

IV. EDGE STABILIZATION AGAINST
DIFFUSION-LIMITED AGGREGATION

A. Perturbation analysis

In addition to the atomic-scale pentagon defects prov
ing NT closure, there is an additional type of possible m
phological destabilization in NT growth found by molecul
dynamics studies@42#. In particular, this study shows that a
initially even edge of a two-layer NT, held under a flux of
atoms incoming directly from the gas, becomes uneven w
time, i.e., covered with large protuberances, transform
into caplike edge structures destabilizing NT growth@Fig.
8~a!#. Thus, if the growth is fed by atoms impinging direct
into the edge from the gas, the edge should be prone to
kind of morphological destabilization, making NT assemb

FIG. 7. Pc-T areas corresponding to~i! postnucleation edge sta
bilization against pentagon formation allowing the initial nuclei
evolve into NTs~above solid line! and ~ii ! edge destabilization by
pentagon formation causing formation of fullerenelike structure
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impossible. It should be noted that this kind of instability h
long been known to take place in diffusion-limited sol
phase formation@51#. For step-flow growth, this kind of in-
stability introduced for the silicon homoepitaxy techniq
@52# was recently observed@53#. For the case of conditions
far from equilibrium, fractal-like growth patterns with
branching processes occurring on the scale of the growth
dimensions are well known@54#.

In contrast to the techniques where the diffusion feed
the growth takes place in front of the solidification interfac
for the case of NT growth, the surface diffusion feeding t
growth from behind the edge has previously been sugge
to inhibit this type of edge instability@shown in Fig. 8~b!#
@14#. The present analysis treats this problem in more de
taking into account the possibility of a thermokinetical effe
at the NT edge in order to provide a better insight into t
kind of destabilization.

The linear perturbation analysis performed below tre
the surface concentration fieldn(x) on the lateral surface
described by Eq.~4! together with the balance at the grow
edge@55#:

2Dsdn/dx5k~n2neq
0 !, ~24!

FIG. 8. Schematization of~a! morphological destabilization by
direct impingement of atoms into the NT edge and~b! morphologi-
cal stabilization by the effect of surface diffusion feeding N
growth.
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whereneq
0 'V21 exp(2Einc /kBT) is an equilibrium concen-

tration, whereEinc5Eb2Ea is the incorporation energy~Eb
is the binding energy!.

In addition, morphological stability may be caused by t
effect of thermal perturbation of the incorporation kinetics
the edge. That is, in the case when the temperature alon
NT wall changes near the growth edge, a small edge pr
berance,>d l , induces a small temperature perturbation
the tip of this protuberance,dT>d l gradT, which in turn
produces a change in the kinetic constant,dk>dT dk/dT
>d l gradT dk/dT. The change in the kinetic constant lea
to a corresponding change in the incorporation rate, wh
leads to kinetic enhancement of the initial protuberance if
temperature increases toward the edge (gradT.0). There-
fore, the present analysis includes the temperature field in
wall in the approximation of a thermally thin body,

dks¹
2T1SQh50, ~25!

whered is the NT wall thickness,ks is the heat conductance
and SQh is the heat exchange balance including heat g
eration and removal occurring on the lateral surface of
NT.

Perturbing the concentration and temperature fields
dH5« exp(vt1iay) along the edge~y coordinate!, one ob-
tains an expression for the perturbation incrementv depend-
ing on the perturbation wave numbera52p/l ~l is the
perturbation wavelength!:

v5VDsaS G1
ni2neq

0

k

dk

dT
GT2

dneq
0

dT
GT2

neq
0 Vga2

kBT D ,

~26!

whereG5e“n is the value of the concentration gradient
the growth edge ande is a normal unit vector pointing out
wards from the edge in the positivex direction,GT5e“T is
the temperature gradient at the edge,k21dk/dT
5dEinc /(kBT2) anddneq

0 /dT5neq
0 Einc /(kBT2).

The activation energy of incorporation is the energy b
rier the adatom has to overcome to make a transition fr
the surface near the edge onto the edge. Reference@19# does
not show that there is any additional energy barrier exc
that of surface diffusion, that is,dEinc'dED'0.13 eV. The
value of surface energy at the edge isg>10 eV/nm. The
value ofGT is defined by the energy balance at the edge

ksGT'VEinc /~Vd!, ~27!

whereks is the heat conductance of the NT wall andd is the
NT wall thickness. This equation contains only a part of t
binding energy,Einc5Eb2Ea , because the adsorption e
ergy Ea'1.8 eV @19# produces the corresponding therm
effect on the lateral surface of a carbon NT.

B. Morphological stabilization

In Fig. 9 we show the values of all the terms included
dispersion equation~26! calculated for SWNT growth for
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Pc54 Pa (Tev53000 K), T51000– 2900 K, and a perturba
tion wavelengthl51 nm. The concentration gradient is e
timated asG5e“n5V/VDs andni2neq

0 5V/kV, whereV
is estimated by the steady-state growth approximation~the
NT length becomes larger than the diffusion length!:

V'
Vk~Qcta2neq

0 !

11k~ta /Ds!
1/2 . ~28!

This figure shows that the term corresponding to the g
dient of surface concentration prevails by several orders
magnitude over all other terms in the dispersion equat
~26!. Only whenT is close to that of evaporation, 3000 K
the surface energy termneq

0 Vga2/(kBT) attains the order of
magnitude ofG. The value of the heat conductance is a
sumed to be that of graphite perpendicular to thec axis, that
is, ks'250 W/mK~for T52000 K! @56#. Taking into account
that for a NT wallks may be significantly higher@57# than
that of graphite, the values of the two terms associated w
GT}1/ks appear even smaller.

Equation~26!, which includes thermal effects, provides a
interpretation of a molecular dynamics simulation of N
growth revealing the formation of edge undulations@42#. In
this study the edge was subjected to a direct flux of ato
implying that the value ofG50. However, the NT fragmen
in the simulations was kept under an extremely high te
perature gradientGT'1012 K/m ~from 3000 K at the edge to
1700 K at the bottom part of the NT fragment of 12 atom
layers!. This suggests that the destabilization found in t
study would be probably caused by thermokinetical pert
bation at the edge, i.e., by a term}GTdk/dT, wherek is also

FIG. 9. Estimates of different terms in the perturbation inc
ment Eq.~26! as a function of growth temperature.
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MORPHOLOGICAL STABILIZATION, . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011601 ~2002!
defined by the Arrhenius type expression similar to that
Eq. ~12!. It is difficult to determine from Ref.@42# the char-
acteristic kinetic path of atom incorporation, but at least
stage of the bond switching into hexagon formation is sim
to Eq. ~12!, }n exp(2D/kBT), whereD'1.55 eV @38#. This
kind of destabilization cannot be smoothed out by diffus
over the edge. In effect, the activation energy of C at
diffusion over the edge, 2.4 eV@19#, shows that the C atom
impinged onto the edge at a rate of one atom per 290
whereas the diffusion time at the edge for 3000 K is ab
v21 exp(2.4 eV/kBT)>350– 1000 ps. For lowerT the situa-
tion is similar: for T51500 K and growth rateV
50.1 mm/s@19# the period of time during which one atom
incorporates into one site is>a0 /V>1 ms, whereas the time
required for atom relocation to a neighboring site on the e
is >10 ms.

In reality ~especially for low temperatures! a particular
mode of thermokinetical destabilization should not be
pected in NT growth. Moreover, our recent thermal phys
estimates show that the temperature of carbon nanotube
mains practically uniform as long as the NT length is sma
than '1–10 mm @46#. However, the edge may be destab
lized by random growth fluctuations, atom aggregation, or
condensation of large carbon fragments. In this case Eq.~26!
reduces to

v.2pVl21DsG, ~29!

which shows that in the case of NT growth fed by diffusi
‘‘from behind’’ the edge,G5e“n,0, and, therefore,v,0
for all l, implying that possible perturbations of the grow
edges caused by aggregation or cluster deposits onto
edge should decay, and with time this perturbation
smoothed out@as schematized in Fig. 8~b!#. Figure 10~a!
shows the value ofv versus l on the NT edge forPc
54 Pa andT51200 and 1500 K. In this case,G5e“n,0
and, therefore, the open end is stable relative to perturbat
of all wavelengths. The fastest decay corresponds to
smallest possible perturbation of the scale of one growth
l5a0 , i.e., to one C atom. That is, the growth edge of a N
end has a tendency to equalize itself even relative to atom
scale unevenness. Hence, NT growth fed by surface diffu
provides an intrinsic morphological stabilization of the ed
of the open end, compared with crystal growth patter
where the feeding species diffuse in front of the growth
terface implyingG5e“n.0 andv.0. This allows us to
conclude that the open edge should normally remain e
during the growth of NTs and that randomly occurring p
turbations should be smoothed with time. In contrast, F
10~b! represents an alternative case, i.e., when the grow
fed in front of the interface,G5e“n.0, and, therefore, the
growth edge becomes unstable and the maximal increm
corresponds to an atomic-scale perturbation. Thus, with
the effect of surface diffusion, the stable growth of NTs w
an open end would not be feasible.

C. Morphological destabilization in MWNT growth

Nevertheless, the growth edges may be prone to this k
of perturbation during the formation of MWNTs by a ste
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flow growth mode. In effect, when the layer propaga
along the underlying layer the stability of the growth edge
determined by the interference of diffusion fluxes feeding
layer from both sides of the edge. The increment of the p
turbation of layer numberi, v i , is given in this case by

v i.2pVl21Ds~Gi1Gi 21!, ~30!

whereGi5e•“ni,0 and is the concentration gradient at t
edge on its own surface, whereasGi 215e“ni 21.0 is the
concentration gradient at the edge on the underlying laye

This expression shows that in the step flow of MWNT
the layers undergo a transition from morphological instab
ity to stability. That is, immediately after the nucleation
every new layer its edge is unstable against perturba
(v1.0), whereas with time it becomes stable (v1,0). This
effect happens because the new layer is initially fed by
surface diffusion in front of its edge from the underlyin
layer when it nucleates on the surface of the previous la
This takes place in the growth of a MWNT starting from
semifullerene nucleus~or small particle! immediately after
the nucleation when the second layer surface is small@Fig.
11~a!#. In this case the growth edge moves in the direction
the increase in the feeding surface concentration and, th
fore, v2}G15e“n1.0, and it is unstable with respect t
perturbations. But when the layer becomes large enough,
when its edge gets closer to the edge of the underlying la
@Fig. 11~b!# it is mainly fed by the surface diffusion from it
own surface—from ‘‘behind the edge’’ andv2}G25e“n2
,0. This means that the edge perturbation of a new la

FIG. 10. Perturbation increment of the NT layer edge fed
surface diffusion~a! from behind the edge and~b! in front of the
edge as a function of the perturbation wavelength.
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LOUCHEV, SATO, AND KANDA PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011601 ~2002!
which may develop immediately after its nucleation sho
be smoothed out when the length of this layer becom
larger. Finally, it is worth noting that in step-flow growth o
a MWNT from the surface of a substrate shown in Fig. 11~c!,
the edges of the next layers are not prone to morpholog
destabilization even after the nucleation, because the exte
layer is fed from behind by the diffusion flux from the su
strate, which is significantly larger that the flux from th
previous layer, providingv,0 for all layers.

This analysis is supported by the simulation of MWN
growth in step-flow mode, which shows that during t
growth the layer edges are initially prone to this instabili
The results of this simulation are shown in Figs. 12~a!–12~c!,
including ~a! layer lengths,~b! layer growth rates, and~c!
perturbation increment estimated forl5a0 . The growth of
the first layer is started from a semifullerene cluster, wher
all subsequent layers are triggered when the surface con

FIG. 11. Schematization of layer-by-layer growth of MWNT
the edge of the second layer~a! after the nucleation is fed by larg
surface diffusion flux causing morphological destabilization of
edge~b!, whereas when the edge of the second layer reaches th
the previous one it is mainly fed by surface diffusion from behi
providing morphological stabilization of the edge;~c! in NT growth
from a substrate the edge of the external layer is not prone to m
phological destabilization even after nucleation because it is ma
fed by surface diffusion from an underlying substrate.
01160
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tration attains a critical level of nucleation. The numeric
model and computational details are given in Ref.@17#. Fig-
ure 12~c! shows that the first layer is stable from the beg
ning until the growth termination, which occurs when it
overtaken by the second layer. In contrast to this, all sub
quent layers are prone to instability directly after the nuc
ation ~v2.0 and v3.0!. However, with increase in the
layer lengths the growth edges become and later remain m
phologically stable~v2,0 andv3,0! until the termination
of their growth.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The above analysis shows that, in addition to the ma
previously discussed effects, the mechanism of surface
fusion stabilizes the edge of an open-ended NT aga
growth perturbations of two kinds:~i! pentagon defects an
~ii ! morphological destabilization caused by atom aggre
tion.

The stability of the NT end against closure is determin
by the competition of two processes~i! thermally activated
pentagon defect formation, which initiates the closure, a
~ii ! regular hexagon network formation, which depends
the repetition rate at which the new carbon atoms are fe

of

r-
ly

FIG. 12. Layer-by-layer MWNT growth by the surface diffusio
mechanism starting from a semifullerene particle as a function
time: ~a! layer lengths,~b! layer growth rates, and~c! perturbation
increment for perturbation wavelengthl5a0 . The simulation is
done for the growth temperatureT51500 K andPc54 Pa.
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MORPHOLOGICAL STABILIZATION, . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011601 ~2002!
the growth edge by the mechanism of surface diffusion. T
nanotube has a tendency to close itself up when the
process has a shorter characteristic time, i.e., when the
tagons at the edge are formed even before new atoms c
to the edge to form regular hexagons. Therefore, the grow
open-ended nanotubes close themselves up wheneve
change in the growth conditions~temperature, carbon vapo
pressure, and surface area of nanotube wall from which
open end is fed! decreases the surface diffusion flux at t
edge to the level at which the characteristic time betw
new atom arrivals on the edge and the formation of regu
hexagons becomes larger than the characteristic time of
tagon defect formation. All these processes increase the c
acteristic time at which the atoms are fed to the edge. If
time becomes large enough compared with the time of p
tagon formation, this would initiate NT closure explainin
why the majority of NTs grow open ended and then close
at the end of the process when C pressure falls down.

By virtue of this effect, the edge of the open-ended NT
it is fed by a sufficiently large surface diffusion flux, ma
remain stable even without additional effects such as cata
or lip-lip interaction with another layer. However, this situ
tion may change during the growth for several reasons: a
in carbon vapor pressure, transport of the NT into an are
low pressure or high temperature, and new layer nuclea
and growth, which with time decreases the surface diffus
flux feeding the underlying layer. We note that the mec
nism proposed in Sec. III B for open-end closure in MWN
layer-by-layer growth occurring when the upper layer a
proaches the underlying layer is in good agreement wit
microscopic image of a three layer WS2 nanotube@58#,
which exhibits an open-end bent inwards in the presenc
the edge of the third external layer.

The growth of SWNT as well as transition from SWNT
MWNT is shown to be at the nexus of two conflicting crit
ria. That is, edge stabilization against pentagon forma
requires an increase in the carbon vapor pressurePc and
decrease in growth temperatureT, whereas in order to inhibi
secondary nucleation on the surface of the first layer, i
necessary to decreasePc and to increaseT. A parametric
study of both criteria distinguishes particularPc-T areas
where growth of SWNTs may be feasible. In particul
SWNT formation is feasible only when its length is mu
smaller than that of the diffusion length, and the surfa
concentration of C adatoms remains too low to trigger
nucleation of a new layer. However, with increase in SWN
length~i! it is prone to the formation of further layers leadin
to MWNT formation ~under highPc and lowT!, or ~ii ! it is
prone to edge destabilization and closure~under lowPc and
high T!. However, the additional stabilizing effects at th
edge, effectively inhibiting pentagon defect formation, m
allow long SWNTs~longer than the surface diffusion length!
to form even under lowPc . In particular, attached meta
nanoparticles produce three additional effects. First, the p
ence of metal particles at the NT growth edge inhibits
formation of pentagons under pressure-temperature co
tions at which, without them, the NT open edge would
prone to destabilization. Second, the presence of the cat
nanoparticle provides an additional sink for the solidificati
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heat released at the growth edge. This effect inhibits the t
perature increase and, hence, the formation of pentagon
the NT growth edge. Third, the presence of metal nanop
ticles enhances NT nucleation in the vapor, leading to m
intensive C vapor condensation. Together with increasing
edge stability against pentagon formation, the involvem
of metal nanoparticles as NT nucleation centers leads
fast decrease in C content in the gas phase, causing a
crease inPc on the SWNT surface, and thus inhibition o
next layer nucleation.

The parametric study of edge stability against pentag
formation performed for a small NT ring nucleus~1 nm long!
suggests that there is an upper temperature limit for e
stabilization of such nuclei against pentagon formation. F
instance, forPc'104 Pa this temperature is about'1800 K.
Above this temperature limit the nucleus should not evo
into nanotube growth, transforming rather into fullereneli
and other particles. This shows that the molecular dynam
studies of nanotube growth kinetics based uponab initio and
semiempirical potentials, performed at 3000 K, may not
equately represent the kinetic paths in NT assembly, wh
obviously take place at significantly lower temperatures
recent molecular dynamics study based on analytical fo
of interatomic potentials for carbon and metal catalysts@59#
shows that under high temperature~.2000 K! the formation
of cagelike nanoparticles containing many defects ta
place, instead of nanotube formation.

In connection with the initial stage of NT formation w
note the results of a recent study of aligned NT growth
SiC by ‘‘the surface decomposition method,’’ showing th
NT length increases parabolically and exponentially as
function of heating time and temperature, respectively@60#.
This result is in good agreement with the surface diffus
model. That is, the exponential increase of the growth r
with increase inT is defined by the exponential dependen
of the carbon vapor pressure onT, whereas the parabolic
increase in NT length with time is an intrinsic feature of t
initial stage of NT growth mediated by surface diffusion,
the growth rate is proportional to NT length as defined
Eqs.~8! and ~9!.

We would also like to add that the proposed mechan
of kinetic competition between pentagon defects and reg
hexagons resolves not only the particular problem of e
stability in NT growth, but also the problem of kinetic sele
tion between NT and fullerenelike nanoparticle formati
@46#. In our opinion, it may resolve a more general proble
of kinetic selection between the formation of the fullere
and graphitic phases—a problem which still remains un
solved in terms of thermodynamics and structural energe
We suggest here that the selection between the graphite
fullerene phase formation is also defined by a competition
pentagon and hexagon formation, which takes place at
initial stage of hexagon cluster extension by C condensa
from vapor, i.e., when the first pentagonal defect is form
via a thermally activated process at the edge of two or th
neighboring hexagons, initiating the bending of the pla
sheet into a nanospherical cluster.

The perturbation analysis of the growth edge stabi
1-15
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based on an NT growth model mediated by surface diffus
along the external surface allows a transparent explanatio
the stabilization of the NT edge against perturbations cau
during growth by atom aggregation, cluster deposition on
edge, or by thermal perturbation of the incorporation kin
ics. This analysis shows that without the mechanism of s
face diffusion, which effectively smoothes out this kind
perturbation, this edge stabilization and the stable op
ended growth of long NTs would not be feasible.
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